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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1471: One Man, One Army! 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan turned into an afterimage, charging over from the back of the fiend army. 

With this, Ye Yuan went all out, sword energy roaming unobstructed, directly downing a large strip. 

The fiends swarmed out in full force and were already minding their heads and disregarding their rear-

end. The back of the army was very hollow. 

The Origin Deity Realm commanders already rushed under the city walls at this time. At the back were 

mostly Grotto Profound Realm and Heaven Glimpse Realm existences. 

Ye Yuan, one person and one sword, was akin to a tiger entering a flock of sheep, killing until the sky and 

earth dimmed. 

In front of him, there was not an opponent who could last one exchange. 

One Sundering Stars charging out directly reaped a large group of fiend soldiers. Wailing sounds echoed 

together. 

“Not good! There’s a human army sneak attacking at the back!” 

“Army my *ss! There’s only one person!” 

“One person? Still waiting for what? Attack together and kill him!” 

… 

Ye Yuan carved out the effect of an army by himself. 

His speed of charging forward was extremely fast. Very soon, he charged to the central region of the 

fiend army. 

The opponents he encountered were also getting more and more. There were even some thousand-man 

commanders whose strength already reached grand completion Heaven Glimpse. 

But after Ye Yuan broke through to middle-stage Heaven Glimpse, his strength increased greatly. 

Grand completion Heaven Glimpse powerhouses could only cause a bit of hindrance to him. 

His movement technique was too fast. Those grand completion Heaven Glimpse powerhouses could not 

catch up with his footsteps at all. 

“Not good! Quickly stop him! He wants to destroy the fiend crossbows!” shouted a thousand-man 

commander. 

A group of fiend soldiers was taken aback with horror, blocking Ye Yuan’s path like tidewater. 
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What that thousand-man commander said was right, Ye Yuan’s target was precisely the fiend crossbows 

firing the Fiend Dragon Throwing Spears! 

This thing caused too much harm to the human soldiers. If not for these fiend crossbows, it would also 

be impossible for the fiend soldiers to scale up the city walls so quickly. 

Sure enough, the swarming tactic worked! 

Ye Yuan’s path was blocked by countless fiend soldiers. 

Ye Yuan’s strength was strong, but he was just one person after all. 

The fiend soldiers ahead could not be killed entirely at all. 

Finally, Ye Yuan’s speed slowed down. 

He was still several hundred feet away from those fiend crossbows. But this distance of several hundred 

feet was like at the far end of the horizon. 

He killed a large swarm and even more fiend soldiers came up to block again. 

“He can’t push anymore! This human is so strong! Use swarming tactic to exhaust him to death!” 

“Everybody attack together! He already can’t escape! Rushing in alone, no matter how strong, it’s also 

delivering himself to death!” 

“Kill, kill, kill! Kill this human!” 

… 

Not only did Ye Yuan’s slaughter not make these fiends afraid, but it also stimulated their devilish nature 

even more instead, all rushing over like they were crazy. 

“Heh, human-wave tactic, is it?” 

Ye Yuan gave a cold laugh. But the movements of his hands did not slow down in the slightest, 

continuously reaping the lives of the fiend soldiers. 

From Ye Yuan rushing into heavy encirclement until now, it was merely a short several dozen breaths. Ye 

Yuan already killed hundreds of people. 

This kind of lethality virtually rivals a small-scale troop. 

But even if the small-scale army could achieve this result, they would definitely be wiped out by the 

fiends at this time too. 

But Ye Yuan was perfectly unscathed currently. 

Chasing Moon! 

In the crowd, Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly erupted, charging toward a grand completion thousand-man 

commander with inconceivable speed. 



That thousand-man commander never thought that Ye Yuan could actually still release such a stunning 

move under everyone’s besieging. 

Pfft! 

Caught unprepared, his head was directly exploded by Ye Yuan, his body falling weakly onto the ground. 

Those fiend soldiers were all shocked until they could not close their mouths. A powerful thousand-man 

commander was actually one-shotted in one exchange? 

This human was truly a little too freakish, right? 

In this dazed short while, Ye Yuan already sped towards the fiend crossbows like lightning! 

A distance of several hundred feet was merely a matter of a twinkle to Ye Yuan. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Ye Yuan released several Sundering Stars like lightning, directly hacking those fiend crossbows into 

pieces. 

Although those fiend crossbows were powerful, they were merely profound divine artifact grade sieging 

weapons, having weak defensive power. 

With Ye Yuan’s strength, destroying them were merely a matter of a wave of a hand. 

And at this time, the top of the city walls already entered a white-hot stage. Both parties already 

entered the state of hand-to-hand fighting. 

Those Origin Deity Realm powerhouses directly slaughtered into the human army, all incomparably 

powerful. 

But in this kind of war, Origin Deity Realms were not invincible. 

Such intense fighting, they would be forcefully exhausted to death by the human soldiers. 

Hence, they needed a continuous stream of reinforcements to join in before they could press forth 

irresistibly. 

But those Origin Deity Realm commanders suddenly discovered that the fiend army that joined in 

behind them did not seem to be many. 

Furthermore, why did the Fiend Dragon Throwing Spears stop firing? 

Turning back to look, their hearts immediately went cold. 

They were on the city walls, the situation below was clear at a glance. 

The back of the fiend army, a large number of fiend soldiers had fallen into a big mess! 

What was going on? 

That large swarm of fiend soldiers was probably no fewer than five to six thousand people! 



The fiend race’s losses already exceeded 10 thousand with the repeated assaults. There were only less 

than 20 thousand people left. 

Five to six thousand people being tied down all at once, their current numbers were not much more 

than the human soldiers defending the northern city anymore. 

Under this kind of circumstance, how could they breach the city? 

Xiu Lie being heavily injured by the giant crossbow, his strength was greatly diminished. At this time, he 

already clashed with Wang Yifeng. 

Although he could suppress Wang Yifeng, wanting to finish off the other party within a short time was 

very hard to accomplish. 

For some time, both sides actually fell into a stalemate! 

The humans relied on geographical advantage and finally withstood the fiend race’s assault. 

Both sides unleashed a sanguinary tug-of-war on top of the city walls! 

“Damn it! Why hasn’t this human’s divine essence run out yet?” 

“We already have close to a thousand man squad dead, his combat power is actually still so strong!” 

“Could it be that this guy’s divine sea forever won’t dry up?” 

… 

Those fiend soldiers were almost despairing. They were really using numbers to go and deplete Ye 

Yuan’s divine essence. 

But they had already a thousand man team dead, and Ye Yuan was still full of spirit and energy, without 

the slightest appearance of divine essence drying up. 

Five to six thousand-man commanders wanted to besiege Ye Yuan, but they could not catch up to Ye 

Yuan’s movement technique at all. 

Ye Yuan was like a mudfish, shuttling back and forth in the army freely. Nobody could catch his figure at 

all. 

Time slowly trickled by, Ye Yuan finally could not endure anymore. 

When those few thousand-man commanders saw this, each and every one of them was delighted, like 

they were injected with stimulants, roaring loudly. One of them shouted, “He’s almost done for! Keep 

your chins up, kill him!” 

Those fiend soldiers were already in the battle for so long to the point they were exhausted already. 

Seeing the situation, each and every one of them was incredibly excited, swarming over towards Ye 

Yuan like tidewater. 

Continuously killing for a day and night, Ye Yuan’s divine essence was really almost already nearing the 

bottom. 



However, his goal was already achieved. 

“Heh, Grandpa Ye played enough, not playing with you all anymore!” 

Ye Yuan laughed loudly, figure moving, directly flying up to the sky. 

Sword maneuvering flight! 

Those fiends were utterly dumbstruck with amazement. They expended a price of close to a thousand 

people before finally depleting Ye Yuan’s divine essence. 

But he directly flew away! 

“Kill!” 

Right then, an ear-splitting roar rose up from the dense forest. All of the fiend soldiers’ faces 

immediately turned ashen! 

The reinforcements were here! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1472: Narrow escape! 

Behind the fiend army, the tidewater-like human army arrived with a roar. 

The addition of the reinforcements made the already almost collapsing fiend army thoroughly lose the 

last trace of hope. 

The moment the human army charged, the fiend army immediately fell to pieces. 

A siege battle played out into a one-sided slaughter. 

Day after day of fierce battles, the fiend race had long reached the brink of collapse. 

With the addition of reinforcements at this time again, they were directly routed. 

On top of the city walls, Xiu Lie’s gaze revealed a look of despair when he saw the earth-shaking battle-

cry. 

He knew that these 30 thousand troops were considered to have thoroughly fallen here! 

“Xiu Lie, offer up your life!” 

Right then, a figure tore through the air and arrived, heading straight for Xiu Lie. 

When Wang Yifeng saw the arrival, he said with a look of pleasant surprise, “Lord Wu Tianxiang!” 

He had long been an arrow at the end of its flight under Xiu Lie’s strong attack, looking as if he was 

about to lose. 

Wu Tianxiang suddenly arriving finally let him heave a sigh of relief. 

This Wu Tianxiang was precisely Kangding City’s defending army’s great general, a half-step Divine Lord 

expert! 
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The current Wu Tianxiang had a soaring momentum, while Xiu Lie was already severely wounded. The 

two people’s strengths were not on the same level at all. 

One exchange and Xiu Lie was suppressed in all aspects. 

In the army, Ling Feng finally let out a long sigh in relief. 

These few days, he sprinted madly day and night, finally bringing the reinforcements in the nick of time! 

Otherwise, the outcome would be too ghastly to imagine! 

After being saved at the natural chasm, Ye Yuan had him go to Kangding City to request for 

reinforcements. 

At that time, Ling Feng felt that it was definitely too late. But Ye Yuan insisted on making him go over, 

saying that they would definitely make it. 

He did not expect that they really made it! 

But seeing the desolation of the battle situation here, even Ling Feng could not help being greatly 

moved too. 

The defending army on the city walls did not look like much, so how did they resist this 30 thousand 

fiend army? 

One had to know, the northern city’s defenses could not compare to the southern city’s. All kinds of 

fortifications completely could not compare. 

Under the situation where the numbers were extremely disadvantaged, they actually persisted for so 

long! 

Suddenly, Ling Feng recalled Ye Yuan’s calm and composed face, and could not help being startled 

inwardly. 

“Could it be … Ye Yuan’s work? Impossible! He’s just one person, how can he possibly resist the fiend 

race’s 30 thousand troops?” 

Suddenly, his gaze flitted to those destroyed fiend crossbows, and he could not help being greatly 

surprised. 

Very clearly, it was impossible for the guards in the army to rush out to destroy the fiend crossbows! 

Then, who ruined the fiend crossbows? 

It could not be that the fiend soldiers themselves broke it, right?! 

Could it … really be Ye Yuan? 

Ling Feng drew a cold breath. The more he thought, the more likely this was! 

He surveyed the surroundings, but could not see Ye Yuan’s figure at all. 

Kangding City’s army was like a bulldozer, directly charging over from the center of the fiend army! 



At this time, Tiderain City already did not need to shut the city gates tightly anymore. After Wang Yifeng 

withdrew, he ordered people to directly open the city gates, welcoming Kangding City’s army. 

“Leave 5000 people behind, the rest will all rush to the southern city and defend Tiderain City to the 

death!” In midair, Wu Tianxiang said in a clear voice. 

With Kangding City’s army massacring them in one round, the fiend army was only left with several 

thousand people already. 

Leaving behind 5000 people plus the northern city’s defending army, it was sufficient to clear up the 

mess. 

At the southern city’s side, they were still bombarding indiscriminately, both sides fighting until the sky 

and earth dimmed. 

The fiend army over there was seriously too many; unable to kill finish at all. 

“Xiu Lie, prepare to die! Today, you stumbled right into a trap! Don’t blame this general for not being 

courteous!” Wu Tianxiang laughed loudly and said. 

Xiu Lie’s aura became weaker and weaker, looking as if he was about to be defeated. 

He snorted coldly and said, “Want to kill me? You dream on! Heavenly Fiend Blood Escape Grand 

Release!” 

Suddenly, Xiu Lie’s entire body burst apart. A cloud of blood mist wrapped around the fiend soul, 

instantly flying out several miles away. 

Wu Tianxiang’s expression changed, not expecting that Xiu Lie still had such a card to play. 

But Xiu Lie’s blood escape’s speed was too fast. With his movement technique, he could not catch up at 

all. 

Looking in the direction Xiu Lie escaped, Wu Tianxiang heaved a long sigh and said, “Such a pity! Let that 

fellow escape. In the future, we probably can’t dispense with going through a lot of trouble!” 

A fiend infiltrating into the human race’s central region. Furthermore, it was a half-stop Divine Lord 

Realm powerful existence. 

How the consequences would be was really hard to say. 

Wang Yifeng went up to greet at this time, saying with clasped hands, “Lord Tianxiang, the people we 

sent out were all killed by the fiends, how did you get the news? I even thought that we were dead for 

sure this time!” 

Wu Tianxiang froze and said, “Wasn’t Ling Feng sent by you?” 

Wang Yifeng was stunned too and said, “Ling Feng? This name is so familiar … uh, I remember now. 

Didn’t he go to spy on the military movements? It’s actually him! This kid really made a huge 

contribution this time!” 



Ling Feng failed to return after a long time, Wang Yifeng even thought that he had long died at the fiend 

race’s hands. 

After all, with his strength, the likelihood of being discovered by the fiend race was very high. 

Of course, those soldiers who came back said that there was still a person together with Ling Feng. But 

he was just at the initial-stage Heaven Glimpse Realm and could not play any part. He did not pay 

attention anymore. 

He did not expect that it was actually Ling Feng who went to ask for reinforcements. 

This contribution was really too big! 

… 

Southern City, Guo Changmin stood proudly on top of the city walls and said in a clear voice, “Sandcliff, 

your scheme has already fallen through! The 30 thousand fiend troops that came over from Fiend 

Calling Ridge’s natural chasm have already been completely annihilated. Xiu Lie has already been 

executed! Kangding City reinforcements have already arrived. Do you all … still want to continue 

fighting?” 

Sandcliff’s expression changed greatly and he said with an astonished look, “Impossible! Fiend Calling 

Ridge that side prepared 100 thousand troops, how can it possibly be just 30 thousand?” 

This conclusion was seriously too beyond his expectations. 

Even if the intel was leaked, how could 100 thousand troops possibly become 30 thousand? 

But, looking at the densely packed reinforcements on the top of the city walls, it was not up to him to 

not believe! 

The northern city’s fiend army was probably really completely annihilated already! 

Sandcliff was currently depressed until he wanted to vomit blood. Just what went wrong with the 

originally seamless plan? 

Several decades of preparations actually concluded in such a crushing defeat, how would he give an 

account to the higher-ups when he went back? 

He lost over half this time, looking like he was about to knock open the southern city’s gates, but the 

reinforcements suddenly arrived, directly making his many days of making it through bloody battle turn 

into zilch. 

This campaign was simply defeated incomprehensibly. 

Sandcliff did not know that his words made Guo Changmin get a huge shock too! 

Fiend Calling Ridge that side actually had 100 thousand fiend troops! 

He believed that Sandcliff absolutely would not lie to him at this time. 

Then, where did the other 70 thousand troops go? 



If 100 thousand fiend troops all came over, even if he was long prepared, the northern city would have 

long been captured too! 

Several thousand people against 100 thousand people, the conclusion had no suspense at all. 

This war was truly won too by a fluke, won too bafflingly! 

As if there was an invisible large hand helping them at the back. 

Guo Changmin forcefully pressed down the astonishment in his heart and said indifferently, “Maybe 

those 70 thousand fiends had long fallen into the natural chasm! Sandcliff, if you want to keep fighting, 

this Guo will accompany you to the end!” 

The expression on Sandcliff’s face was exceedingly ugly. Struggling for a long time, he finally gritted his 

teeth and said, “Whole army, listen up! Withdraw!” 

“Roar!” 

“Roar!” 

“Roar!” 

On top of the city walls came all of the defending army’s crazed cheers! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1473: Three Kneels of Gratitude! 

On the city wall, several tens of thousands of soldiers looked up at the gate tower; extremely grand. 

Guo Changmin surveyed the surroundings and said in a clear voice, “In this battle, the officers and men 

used their lives to repel an enemy several times the size! This general is proud of you all!” 

“Great General is mighty!” 

“Great General is mighty!” 

“Great General is mighty!” 

All the officers and men shouted in unison, the sound shaking the sky. 

One could tell that each and every one of them was very agitated, including Guo Changmin. 

In this battle, life and death hung by a thread. Just one step off and it was the outcome of the city being 

destroyed and people dying. 

Guo Changmin smiled and said, “It’s you all who are mighty, my children! From tomorrow onwards, the 

three armies will be rewarded according to their merits! However, the greatest hero who has rendered a 

great service in this battle is precisely the one standing beside me at this time! Perhaps many of you 

don’t know him, but you all have to know that he was the first one to discover the fiend race invading 

from Fiend Calling Ridge. It was also him who brought over Kangding City’s reinforcements, only then 

did it turn back the raging tides! He is called Ling Feng!” 

Beside Guo Changmin, Ling Feng seemed somewhat uneasy and out of place. 
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This scene of having tens of thousands fix their eyes on him, he was still not quite used to it. 

“Your Excellency, this officer dare not take credit! The greatest meritorious hero in this battle isn’t me!” 

Ling Feng suddenly plucked up his courage and said. 

Guo Changmin even thought that Ling Feng was being modest, patted his shoulder, and said with a 

laugh, “Huhu, if it’s your credit, it’s yours, nobody can snatch it away! If not for you sending people to 

bring back news, the northern city would have long been breached. Even this general would also have to 

be buried within the army! To a certain extent, you defended the myriad of territories behind us!” 

When Ling Feng saw that Guo Changmin said it so solemnly, he was even more terrified and hurriedly 

said, “Your Excellency, this battle really isn’t this officer’s credit! But ... But somebody else’s! If not for 

him, our squad would have been annihilated at Fiend Calling Ridge back then, and it would have been 

totally impossible to come back and report.” 

Guo Changmin had a look of surprise on his face when he heard that and said, “Somebody else? Who is 

it?” 

Ling Feng said, “He’s called Ye Yuan, just a human who passed by Fiend Calling Ridge ...” 

Ling Feng rattled on tirelessly about the events that happened in this period of time, making everyone 

draw cold breaths continuously. 

Annihilating the fiend squads, falling down the cliff and not dying, cutting off the fiend race’s path of 

retreat. This series of actions, it sounded like a myth or legend to everyone. 

“I originally thought that it was a human expert who saved us in secret. But later, the more I thought, 

the more off it was! Most likely, the person who insta-killed five fiend captains back then was Ye Yuan! 

Furthermore, when I left, I thought that it was completely too late to request for reinforcements. But he 

told me in all sincerity and solemness that the reinforcements can definitely make it in time!” Ling Feng 

also said his own guesses. 

Guo Changmin was still perplexed previously; why did the fiend race’s army of 100 thousand become 30 

thousand? 

But only when he heard Ling Feng say so did he have a sudden realization. 

At this time, Wang Yifeng suddenly opened his mouth and said, “Your Excellency, with Ling Feng saying 

so, I also feel that it’s very strange! Actually, the first day that the fiends besieged the northern city, the 

battle situation was already very critical. They leaped up the city walls several times, but those fiend 

soldiers were all feeble and soft; one chop and they were down! Because of this, that’s how we 

defended for several days! Later, Xiu Lie launched the assault, those commanders already rushed up to 

the top of the city walls. But the back of their army seemed to have had a disturbance, and that’s how 

they didn’t take advantage of the situation to enter the battle!” 

Ling Feng also said, “I saw the destroyed fiend crossbows at the back of the fiend army. The back of the 

army also had quite a number of people dead, but I didn’t see one Tiderain City defending troops!” 

The more these two people talked, the more alarmed Guo Changmin got. 



All of this sounded like an Arabian night tale, but the result of the events developing to this point was 

also so reasonable. 

However, a Heaven Glimpse Realm martial artist dictated a war of several hundred thousand? 

This ... was a little too exaggerated, right? 

“Just what kind of person is this Ye Yuan? Are these things really what one person can do?” 

“This is simply producing clouds with a turn of one’s hands, and rain with another! He alone dominated 

a war! This kind of thing, even Lord Guo Changmin can’t do it!” 

“This Ye Yuan must have been sent by heaven to save us!” 

“Ling Feng said that Ye Yuan was only Heaven Glimpse Realm, could it be that he slaughtered into the 

back of the fiend army alone? Does this guy ... have three heads and six arms?” 

... 

The officers and men were all shocked until they could not close their mouths, speculating one after 

another about this behind-the-scenes hero who had never been seen, but he saved all of them. 

Guo Changmin drew a deep breath and said, “Ling Feng, not that this general doesn’t believe you, but 

it’s true that the things you said are too inconceivable! Since that little friend Ye had the intention of 

joining the army, I wonder where he is now?” 

Ling Feng smiled bitterly and said, “After the great battle ended, I kept looking for him too, but I couldn’t 

find him at all.” 

Just as everyone was at a loss on what to do, a thunderous voice sounded out above the city’s sky. 

“The hero has already gone, all give three kneels of gratitude toward the east!” 

The voice was not loud, but it was like rolling thunder, transmitting into everyone’s ears. 

“Who?! Who is talking?!” 

“The hero has gone? It’s saying that Ye Yuan left?” 

“Toward the east? Isn’t that in the direction of Fiend Calling Ridge? Why did he go over?” 

“Are you dumb? Didn’t Ling Feng say it, that the hero can move freely above the natural chasm! No, 

wait, he ... he went to the fiend race?” 

Suddenly, everyone’s faces changed, realizing this problem. 

To the humans, the fiend race territory was equivalent to a forbidden land. No one dared to go over at 

all. 

But Guo Changmin’s expression changed and he gave a bow toward the sky and said, “We obey Lord Ze 

Yan’s dharmic decree!” 

“Lord Ze Yan? Who is Lord Ze Yan?” 



“I heard that there’s a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse stationed in Tiderain City, but I never see him 

before!” 

“Could it be that ... Tiderain City really has a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse?” 

“If there’s a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse, why didn’t he take action when our casualties are so 

heavy?” 

“Yeah! We were almost completely wiped out, didn’t see the Divine Lord Realm powerhouse make a 

move too!” 

... 

This voice immediately aroused a flurry of discussion. 

Legends had it that Tiderain City had a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse defending. 

It was just that after that battle, nobody saw the Divine Lord Realm powerhouse anymore as well. 

In the course of time, it became a legend too. 

Of course, quite a few people were also indignant in their hearts. Why didn’t the Divine Lord Realm 

powerhouse make a move when the great battle was fought to this kind of degree? 

Guo Changmin’s expression darkened. Mustering up divine essence, he said in a solemn voice, “All shut 

up for me!” 

His prestige in the army was exceedingly high. With this roar, those soldiers immediately became silent 

like cicadas in winter, but their faces still had indignant looks. 

Guo Changmin swept a glance over everyone and said in a solemn voice, “Tiderain City indeed has Lord 

Ze Yan, a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse garrisoning here! Could it be that you all think that there isn’t a 

Divine Lord Realm powerhouse in the fiend race army? Do you all know what it means for Divine Lord 

Realm powerhouses to take action? It means that none of you guys can survive! If Tiderain City perishes, 

Lord Ze Yang will also survive or die together with Tiderain City!” 

Guo Changmin’s rolling thunder-like voice finally made the soldiers become quiet. 

“Now, obey Lord Ze Yan’s dharmic decree! All officers and men listen to the order, give ... three 

kowtows to the east!” Guo Changmin said in a clear voice. 

Thud! 

Finished talking, Guo Changmin knelt down first. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1474: Kanuo’s News 

A blood-colored light quietly disappeared into the dense forest. A cloud of black gas gradually 

condensed into a human form. 
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“Fortunately, I had some contingencies. Otherwise, this life would have been considered lost in Tiderain 

City! However ... my injury is too severe. Without several decades of recuperation, I’m probably unable 

to recover completely. Fiend soul secret art, condense for me!” 

That cloud of blood mist gradually condensed into a human form. Who could it be if not Xiu Lie? 

But the current Xiu Lie was incomparably weak; less than one-ten-thousandth of his prime. 

Xiu Lie let out a long sigh of relief and muttered under his breath, “This war was really lost without 

rhyme or reason. To actually not even know who the opponent was! Sigh, can’t go back to the fiend race 

anymore. In the future ... I can only be a lonely spirit!” 

Suffering such a defeat, even if Xiu Lie went back, it would be hard to escape death too. 

After today, he could only become a lonely spirit and slowly recover his strength. 

“Who’s there?!” 

Suddenly, there was a commotion in the dense forest, causing Xiu Lie to suddenly get startled. 

A figure slowly walked out. Xiu Lie’s pupils constricted. It was actually a human! 

His expression turned cold. When he saw that the arrival was only a Heaven Glimpse Realm human, his 

heart calmed down slightly. 

However, his gaze became ferocious very quickly. 

This human could just nicely become his blood-feed and help him recover strength! 

“Heh heh, kid, you came just in time!” 

Xiu Lie’s figure moved explosively, grabbing straight for that human. 

Whoosh! 

The sound of tearing through the air came over. Xiu Lie’s pupils shrunk, retreating back at an even faster 

speed than just now. 

Boom! 

In the panic, Xiu Lie exchanged a blow with the sword light, directly flying out backward. 

His gaze revealed a look of great terror as he looked at that human and said in a solemn voice, “Who the 

hell are you!” 

Ye Yuan smiled faintly and said, “Didn’t you want to know who your opponent was?” 

Xiu Lie’s pupils constricted, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief as he said in a deep voice, “It’s you? 

Impossible! A measly Heaven Glimpse Realm martial artist, how can I possibly be defeated at your 

hands? No, wait, you ... you’re that punk who jumped off the cliff! You ... How can you possibly still be 

alive?!” 

Xiu Lie looked at Ye Yuan in incredible shock. He also felt that Ye Yuan was somewhat familiar. Thinking 

carefully, wasn’t he precisely one of those two human martial artists who jumped off the cliff? 



Jumping down the cliff, now, he actually showed up in front of him alive and well! 

Furthermore, this Heaven Glimpse Realm martial artist actually said that he was his enemy of this war! 

How was this possible? 

Xiu Lie felt that his brain was somewhat inadequate right now. He actually lost to a Heaven Glimpse 

Realm brat? 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said coolly, “Believing or not is your business; nothing to do with me. Now, I’ll 

ask you one thing. Do you ... know Kanuo?” 

Half-step Divine lord powerhouses could be counted on one hand in a capital city. 

Even within the boundary of an imperial city, they more or less had some fame. 

Hence, Ye Yuan directly asked this question. 

Xiu Lie’s gaze turned intent and he said, “You ... You’ve seen Lord Kanuo before? He ... He has already 

gone missing for a million years! You ... How do you know his name?” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up and he said with a smile, “You really know him! Heh heh, then that’s good!” 

Seeing that ill-intentioned gaze of Ye Yuan’s, Xiu Lie revealed a frightened look. 

“You ... What do you want to do?” Xiu Lie retreated several steps back in a row and said in a panic. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile, “Do what? Borrowing your fiend soul to use!” 

Xiu Lie’s gaze turned intent and he said fiercely, “You dream on!” 

Done talking, Xiu Lie suddenly turned into a cloud of blood mist and still wanted to escape. 

But Ye Yuan was even faster than him! 

One Sundering Stars releasing, it struck that cloud of blood mist. 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved explosively, directly grabbing hold of that ball of Xiu Lie’s fiend soul. 

After ten breaths, that ball of fiend soul gradually dissipated without a trace. 

A powerful half-step Divine Lord powerhouse died in Ye Yuan’s hands just like that. 

Ye Yuan slowly opened both eyes, his gaze revealing a look of disappointment. 

Kanuo was a figure from a million years ago. At that time, Xiu Lie was still just a junior. 

He only knew that Kanuo received Capone Capital City’s City Lord’s order to go search for a small world’s 

spatial coordinates. In the end, he directly disappeared. 

This disappearance was a million yeara’ time. 

Ye Yuan was also harboring the mentality of giving it a try, that was why he came to block Xiu Lie. He did 

not expect that he really had some harvests. 



Xiu Lie’s speed was fast, but that was also just relative to Wu Tianxiang and the others. 

After Ye Yuan broke through to middle-stage Heaven Glimpse, sword maneuvering flight’s speed was 

even greater than before. Catching up to a heavily injured Xiu Lie was still a cinch. 

Gong! 

The identity token on Xiu Lie’s body as well as his spatial ring, storage equipment and so on, all fell 

down. 

Ye Yuan casually beckoned, gathering up these things. 

But he did not check it straight away. He just said coolly, “Senior has watched for so long, why don’t you 

reveal yourself?” 

A figure slowly walked out, his eyes rather surprised as he said, “Looks like this seat really 

underestimated you! It isn’t unjust for Xiu Lie to be defeated under your hands!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Senior has made great contributions and toiled hard holding down the fort at 

Tiderain City! Coming here, it isn’t to make things difficult for a junior, right?” 

This man was none other than precisely the Divine Lord Realm powerhouse holding down the fort at 

Tiderain City, Ze Yan! 

But Ye Yuan also knew that this Ze Yan in front of him was merely a clone. 

His real self did not dare to leave Tiderain City at all. 

Otherwise, how could Ye Yuan dare to speak so casually? 

If this Ze Yan had malicious intent, Ye Yuan would be unable to bear the consequences. 

In reality, when Dustless drew close to Tiderain City, he discovered Ze Yan’s existence. 

A hint of surprise flashed across Ze Yan’s eyes as he said in surprise, “Heh, looks like you, kid, really have 

keen insight into matters! I wonder when a junior like you appeared in my human race! Truly, the young 

ones are to be feared!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Senior is too kind!” 

Ze Yan waved his hand and said, “You don’t have to be so on-guard against me. This battle was all 

thanks to you! I represent River Eternal Imperial City’s hundreds of millions of lives and express thanks 

to you!” 

While talking, Ze Yan clasped his hands at Ye Yuan, which was considered to have shown great respect. 

Even though it was just a clone, Ze Yan was a true-blue Divine Lord Realm powerhouse. 

To be able to do this was truly not easy. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Senior is too courteous! I, as a member of the human race, contributing to the 

human race is also ought to be.” 



Ze Yan nodded and said, “Looking at your appearance, is it possible that you want to go to the fiend 

race’s territory?” 

Ye Yuan did not conceal it either, saying with a nod, “This Ye has some personal affairs, this trip likely 

can’t be avoided.” 

Ze Yan said, “Do you know that humans are the lowest race in the land of the fiend race, living 

subhuman lives? Even this seat also doesn’t dare to easily go deep in. You ...” 

Ze Yan’s words were not said until the end, but the meaning was already very clear. 

Your strength was too weak; not suitable to go to the fiend race territory! 

But Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Junior has some means. So, protecting myself shouldn’t be a problem.” 

Ze Yan’s gaze turned intent and he said, “Since that’s the case, I won’t keep you anymore, be more 

careful!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and walked away slowly. 

Above the natural chasm, Ye Yuan was currently walking away leisurely but heard an earth-shaking loud 

sound coming from the direction of Tiderain City. 

“Tiderain City, from top to bottom, thanks Hero Ye for your life-saving grace!” 

“Tiderain City, from top to bottom, thanks Hero Ye for your life-saving grace!” 

“Tiderain City, from top to bottom, thanks Hero Ye for your life-saving grace!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1475: The Sharp Edge of a Pretty Boy 

Capone Capital City was Eminent Orchid Imperial City’s northern-most capital city, which was also a 

strategic military city. 

The Tiderain City great battle that had just happened, the fiend army set off from here. 

“Yo, what a handsome little lad. Go home with Elder Sister tonight.” 

“Tsk tsk, this lad is really handsome, making Elder Sister tempted. Handsome guy, enter the city with 

Elder Sister.” 

“Move aside, move aside! You all, these unchaste faded beauties, also want to fight with your mother? 

Handsome, follow me!” 

... 

There was a wave of commotion outside Capone Capital City’s city gates. Seven to eight amorous 

women surrounded a young and handsome youth. 

The women all pushed and pulled, all wanting to take this handsome guy for their own. 

The fiend race women were completely different from human women. Most of them were very open 

and uninhibited. 
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Regarding the matters of men and women, they did not shy from talking about it. 

Taking fancy on a guy, they would surround over like bees and butterflies. 

The fiend race men were mostly ugly and savage. Hence, when pretty boys occasionally appeared, they 

would be wildly sought after by these girls. 

The man surrounded in the center by these women was simply an outstandingly handsome man 

compared to other guys, completely not on the same level. 

It was just that this guy’s glabella was actually somewhat similar to Ye Yuan. 

This person was precisely the Ye Yuan who flew across the natural chasm and sneaked into the fiend 

race! 

The current Ye Yuan’s figure was considerably more robust compared to before. His face also had 

additional hints of a ruthless and evil air. 

He looked rather bloodthirsty. 

After Ye Yuan killed Xiu Lie, he found a fiend cultivation method inside his storage ring. 

Then, Ye Yuan used the Chaos Heavenspan Canon to operate the fiend cultivation method, and actually 

converted all of the divine essence in his body into fiend essence. 

The Chaos Heavenspan Canon was all-encompassing. It could convert into any form of energy. 

This aspect, Ye Yuan had long discovered it. 

Ye Yuan discovered that the paste divine essence within his body seemed to be higher-rank than the 

average person’s divine essence. 

As long as he was willing, he could imitate any kind of cultivation method at will. 

The current Ye Yuan gave off a fiendish aura from top to bottom. It was no different from ordinary 

fiends. 

Those members of the fiend race completely could not tell that he was actually a human. 

But this scene, it aroused quite a few fiend race men’s displeasure. 

“Heh, pretty boy, I want to challenge you!” A savage looking fiend man directly stopped Ye Yuan. 

“Goodness, Lang Ge. You’re a grand completion Two-star Fiend General, but you want to challenge a 

middle-level Two-star handsome guy, aren’t you shameless?” said a fiend race woman unhappily. 

The fiend race’s realm division was the same as the human race. It was just that the terms were 

somewhat different. 

From low to high, they were respectively Fiend Soldier, Fiend General, Fiend Commander, Fiend Lord, 

Fiend King, Fiend Sovereign, Fiend Empyrean, and the fiend race’s Heavenly Emperor! 

Heaven Glimpse Realm martial artists corresponded to Fiend General. 



This Lang Ge was a grand completion Two-star Fiend General, which was also grand completion Heaven 

Glimpse Realm. 

Lang Ge glared and said coldly, “Hua Rong, yesterday, you were still saying that I am matchlessly heroic 

and only like me alone. Now, you actually took fancy on a pretty boy! Your father wants to make him 

explode with one punch; let you see who’s the hero!” 

The fiend race woman said with a wide grin, “Lang Ge, you aren’t going to be like the humans, doing 

what ‘a day together as husband and wife means endless devotion the rest of your life’, right? Yesterday 

is yesterday, today is today. Don’t you say so, handsome?” 

The moment Lang Ge heard thi, he brimmed even more with jealousy, his face contorting into a 

wrinkled sheet as he said furiously, “Pretty boy, accept my challenge if you have the balls! What kind of 

man are you to hide behind a woman? Oh, I get it. You’re not a man at all, but a gigolo, hahaha ...” 

“Hahaha!” 

“Lang Ge, aren’t you bullying people here? He’s a middle-level Two-star Fiend General. How can he 

possibly be your match?” 

“Yeah, Hua Rong this girl had a momentary spur too. When she gets tired of playing with this pretty boy, 

she’ll return to your side!” 

“Our fiend race’s pretty boys, apart from Lord Ka Xin, they are all pleasant to the eye but useless vases; 

one touch and they shatter. Lang Ge, take it easy.” 

... 

The waves of laughter around were all mocking Ye Yuan. 

Actually, Ye Yuan did not wish to be such a maverick too. It was just that the fiend race men’s 

appearances, he seriously could not bear to look at it. 

Even if Ye Yuan was at the human race, he could be considered a handsome man too. Right now, this 

sort of appearance was already the maximum that he could tolerate. 

Making him turn into like Lang Ge, he would rather go and die. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s mind stirred. 

A group of men and horses were slowly riding into the city. The one in the lead was a cold and proud 

woman. 

Ordinary fiend race women, because of their cultivation methods, were mostly very pretty and 

amorous. Their looks were also very outstanding. 

But that cold and proud woman appeared very different among these mature women. 

She was neither as gentle and good-natured as human women nor as licentious and unrestrained like 

fiend race women. Her beauty was matchless but had a kind of wild beauty. 

The moment she appeared, those women next to Ye Yuan immediately paled in comparison. 



“It’s Miss Li Ji! Tsk tsk, truly beautiful! If I can approach her, I’d be willing to be a ghost too!” whispered a 

fiend race man. 

Slap! 

Everyone only heard a crisp whipping sound. That fiend race man’s head directly exploded like a 

watermelon. Even his fiend soul was scattered too; he was deader than dead. 

“Since you want to be a ghost, then I’ll grant your wish!” Li Ji’s icy-cold voice sounded out. 

When everyone saw this scene, they were all silent like cicadas in winter. 

Finished talking, Li Ji drove her mounted fierce beast and slowly rode toward the city. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell and he said in a cold voice, “Scram!” 

Lang Ge was stunned, only then, realizing that Ye Yuan’s sentence was said to him. 

“Heh heh, our pretty boy got angry! I’m not scramming. If you have the capabilities ... accept my 

challenge! Hahaha ...” Lang Ge said with a loud laugh. 

Ye Yuan said in a cold voice, “Since you’re seeking death, then I’ll grant you your wish!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s body surged with fiendish energy, directly turning into an afterimage, charging over 

toward Lang Ge. 

Lang Ge was originally still snickering. But the moment Ye Yuan moved, his expression could not help 

changing greatly! 

Too fast! 

However, Lang Ge was a grand completion Two-star Fiend General at any rate. His strength could not be 

underestimated. 

His gaze turned intent. Raising an iron fist, he smashed over toward Ye Yuan. 

Boom! 

The two people collided together without any flashiness. Lang Ge’s body directly flew out backward, but 

Ye Yuan did not budge an inch. 

When those few women saw this scene, each and every one of their gazes revealed an astonished look. 

They all thought that Ye Yuan was a flower vase. Did not expect that his strength was actually so 

formidable! 

Middle-level Two-star versus high-level Two-star, he actually occupied such a huge advantage! 

Lang Ge’s figure had yet to land when Ye Yuan’s figure moved again! 

Pfft! 

Lang Ge’s head directly exploded; his fiend soul ground into pieces by Ye Yuan’s sword intent. 

Under everyone’s astonished gaze, Ye Yuan put away the sword and slowly walked into the city. 



Those fiend race women abruptly startled awake, all of their faces revealing incomparably besotted 

expressions as they swarmed over like bees. 

“Goodness, handsome, not only are you good-looking, your strength is actually so formidable too! Truly 

the prince charming of my dreams!” 

“This is a man! Lang Ge that weakling, a pewter spearhead that shines like silver; looks good but 

useless!” 

“Handsome, you’re so strong! Hua Rong really loves you to death, leave with Elder Sister!” 

... 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1476: Unexpected Encounter! 

“Get lost!” 

Ye Yuan’s face fell as he yelled coldly to those few fiend race women. 

An icy-cold killing intent spread out. Those fiend race women all turned white as a sheet, involuntarily 

retreating. 

If it were before, they would definitely not take Ye Yuan’s berating seriously, but go over and flirt 

instead. 

But now, Ye Yuan killed Lang Ge with two sword moves. Who would still dare to not take him seriously? 

All the girls made way. Ye Yuan slowly walked past from the middle, heading toward the city gates. 

Fiend race territory, killing people on the streets, this sort of thing, was very common. Those capital city 

guards could not even be bothered to give it a glance. 

The fiend race was this kind of place; it was where the weak were prey to the strong until it was 

terrifying. 

As long as you were strong enough, you could obtain respect. 

If you were too weak, either submit or die; it was that simple. 

Hence, Ye Yuan did not have the least bit of psychological burden regarding killing Lang Ge. 

Ye Yuan was just about to enter the city when an old man suddenly blocked his path. 

“Little Brother, our family’s master sees that your skills are pretty good and wants to invite you to join 

the Fan Family. I wonder what do you think?” The old man went straight to the point. 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over him and said coolly, “Oh? What are the terms?” 

Inside the fiend race cities, martial artists had to join a faction. Otherwise, they would be devoured until 

not even dregs remained. 

Entering the city today, their corpse might be strewn on the streets tomorrow. 
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Two fists were no match for four hands. No matter how powerful one’s strength was, it could not match 

people’s numbers too. 

In the capital city, there was no lack of Origin Deity Realm powerhouses. Even if it was Ye Yuan who ran 

into them, it would be certain death too. 

The old man smiled and said, “Little Brother’s strength is outstanding, able to kill grand completion Two-

star while being at middle-level Two-star. This level of strength, it’s naturally much better than other 

guest retainers. Our family’s missus said, as long as you agree to join the Fan Family, your treatment will 

be twice that of ordinary grand completion Two-star guest retainers!” 

Ye Yuan was slightly surprised, but his gaze turned toward Li Ji who was on the fierce beast. 

Li Ji seemed to have been paying attention to the commotion over here all along. Seeing Ye Yuan raise 

his head, a hint of a smile actually flashed across her face. 

That look, that boldness, fieriness, fervor, made people unable to refuse! 

“Tsk tsk, this fiend race woman really has another charm when she smiles!” Ye Yuan sighed emotionally 

in his heart. 

Ye Yuan had to admit, this Li Ji was also not the slightest bit inferior compared to the human race’s 

unrivaled beauties. 

Ye Yuan thought about it and said with a nod, “Deal! But I still have a condition!” 

The old man smiled and said, “What condition is there, feel free to mention it.” 

Ye Yuan said coldly, “I want five slaves!” 

The moment the old man heard, he chuckled and said, “I was wondering what condition it was, even if 

you don’t mention this matter, we’ll also prepare it for you. The Fan Family’s guest retainers will each be 

assigned with three slaves. As for little brother, you, five is naturally no issue.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and pointed to a middle-aged man in Li Ji’s squadron, saying, “Okay, but ... this 

person, I want him!” 

The old man turned around to look, his face could not help revealing a difficult look as he said, “This ... 

Although he’s a slave, he’s one of Miss Li Ji’s guards and is deeply trusted by the young lady. This 

probably ... isn’t appropriate, right?” 

Ye Yuan grinned and said, “Heh, is this the sincerity you speak of? I know that your Fan Family’s strength 

is very powerful, but it’s also not to the extent where I have to go! Can’t meet eye to eye, so long!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan waved his hand and was about to enter the city. 

Suddenly, a figure stopped Ye Yuan’s path. It was precisely Li Ji. 

Her pair of beautiful eyes stared at Ye Yuan and said with a smile, “A mere demon race slave, what’s the 

harm in gifting to Sir? Since Sir likes him, just take him.” 



In the fiend race, humans and demons could only be reduced to the lowest-ranking slaves, regardless of 

how powerful their strength. 

Ye Yuan laughed loudly and said, “It’s still Miss Li Ji who is straightforward! Miss Li Ji, rest assured. You 

get what you pay for, Source Night won’t disappoint the young lady! It’s just that I got to have some 

errand boys under me and need a capable and experienced fellow to manage.” 

Source Night was the fiend race name that Ye Yuan gave himself. It was just reversing the name Ye 

Yuan[1]. 

Ye Yuan this name was too different from the fiend race’s. 

Li Ji smiled and said, “Li Ji understands! Sir’s strength indeed makes Li Ji very surprised. In the future, I’ll 

have to rely on sir more.” 

Ye Yuan swept a glance around and said with a big laugh, “Did Miss Li Ji see their looks? For me to be 

able to do things by Miss Li Ji’s side, they are endlessly envious! Source Night is a guy too; to be able to 

serve Miss Li Ji, it’s my honor!” 

But Li Ji was all smiles when she heard and said, “Sir Source Night really knows how to speak. Then let’s 

return to the Fan Family.” 

The fiend race admired the strong. The strength that Ye Yuan displayed just now was taken into Li Ji’s 

sight fully. Plus, Ye Yuan’s looks were handsome, her fiend race woman’s personality also showed itself. 

That cold beauty was like a blooming flower at this time. 

The gazes that the surrounding people looked toward Ye Yuan with were full of envy. 

In the entire Capone Capital City, those able to make Miss Li Ji laugh so happily were not many! 

Clearly, Ye Yuan made her mood very good. 

To be able to talk in a jovial manner with Miss Li Ji, even if they died, they were willing too! 

Li Ji came before that demon race slave and said coolly, “In the future, you’ll follow Sir Source Night!” 

The slave bowed and said, “Yes, Miss Li Ji. Long Zhan pays respect to Master[2]!” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes narrowed slightly, a hint of an indiscernible smile appearing at the corners of his mouth. 

Li Ji forced out a mark from her glabella, struck it towards Ye Yuan, and said, “This is Long Zhan’s slave 

seal. In the future, he’s yours.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Many thanks for Miss Li Ji’s generosity. This chap looks rather smart. I settled 

on him at a glance.” 

Li Ji smiled and said, “Sir Source Night has such sharp eyes. Among my guards, he’s the smartest.” 

Ye Yuan had a pleased look too, accepting it calmly. 

In the fiend race, modesty and whatnot would never be regarded as a virtue but would be beneath 

contempt instead. 



With strength, then one could be arrogant, one could be lawless! 

With strength, one could accept other people’s praises! 

Strength was everything! 

Ethical code and moral principles, these things, were all rubbish in the fiend race territory. 

“Sir Source Night, let’s go back to the Fan Family!” 

Li Ji rode the fierce beast and brought the group of people back to the Fan Family. 

The Fan Family was one of Capone Capital City’s four great families. The clan’s strength was immense. 

Li Ji was the Fan Family’s beloved daughter, Capone Capital City’s top-rate beauty, admired by countless 

fiend race men. 

However, Ye Yuan naturally wasn’t really charmed by Li Ji that he agreed to join the Fan Family. 

In reality, Ye Yuan killing people in rage outside the city gates was deliberately displaying his strength for 

Li Ji to see. 

Sure enough, after Li Ji saw his strength, she came to solicit him. 

And the reason for Ye Yuan doing so was for this slave: Long Zhan! 

When Long Zhan approached him, the Sacred Dragon Token reacted. 

In the Heavenspan World, who could make the Sacred Dragon Token have a reaction? 

The answer was already self-evident! 

Ye Yuan did not think that coming to Capone Capital City, he could actually meet a person who could 

make the Sacred Dragon Token have a reaction! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1477: Finally Solving the Mystery 

Returning to the Fan Family, Ye Yuan received the token representing a guest retainer’s identity. They 

arranged for his residence, and he also received a guest retainer’s salary as well as four slaves. Only then 

it was considered done. 

Coming to the courtyard where he stayed, Ye Yuan got rid of his attendants, leaving behind Long Zhan 

alone. 

The current Long Zhan was already much older than that clone Ye Yuan encountered in the land of 

inheritance. 

Clearly, these few years of slave life changed him significantly. 

If not for the Sacred Dragon Token reacting, Ye Yuan would not even recognize him. 

As for that clone, it naturally withered away between heaven and earth. It was impossible for it to pass 

through the World Locking Gate and come to the Heavenspan World. 
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Ye Yuan sized him up with an amused look, making Long Zhan very uneasy. 

In the fiend race, if the master was unhappy, they could take the slave’s life. 

“Do you know why I kept you behind alone?” Ye Yuan suddenly opened his mouth and said. 

Long Zhan clasped his hands and said with a flustered look, “Master ... should have some matters to 

instruct!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Heh, I didn’t expect that the dignified lord of the dragon race actually ended 

up in such a plight today. A pity ... lamentable!” 

Long Zhan’s entire body trembled, his eyes glued onto Ye Yuan, monstrous waves stirring up in his heart. 

“Why ... Why does Master say this?” 

The shock in Long Zhan’s heart could not be any greater. In the Heavenspan World, apart from those 

who came out of the Immortal Grove Region together, nobody knew about it at all. 

But this new master of his blurted it out straight away. 

Ye Yuan held his palm out. A small and exquisite fire rod appeared in his hand. 

Long Zhan was no longer able to remain calm. His entire body trembled, staring fixedly at the Sacred 

Dragon Token. He opened his mouth, but could not say anything. 

“You shouldn’t be unfamiliar with this thing, right?” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

Thud! 

Long Zhan directly knelt down and gave three deep kowtows towards the Sacred Dragon Token. 

When he raised his head again, tears already covered his face. 

Over 100 thousand years, what was once the sea had now changed into mulberry fields. 

But the former leader of the dragon race ended up a slave to others, his life and death at other people’s 

whim. 

Agitating surging in his heart for a period of time, how could Long Zhan still control himself? 

“M-Master, could it be ... could it be that you’ve been to Long Zhan’s hometown?” Long Zhan asked 

carefully. 

He could not see through Ye Yuan’s actual situation and even thought that Ye Yuan sneaked into the 

Immortal Grove World and obtained the Sacred Dragon Token by chance. 

“Heh!” 

Ye Yuan gave a cold laugh. The Sacred Dragon Token emitted a dazzling light. A gust of whirlwind rose 

from the ground up, but it was limited to within a range of 30 feet. 

Long Zhan’s gaze turned intent and he said in terror, “The ... The Sacred Dragon Token ... acknowledged 

Master! This ... How is this possible?” 



Members of the fiend race might be able to sneak into the Immortal Grove World and might be able to 

obtain the Sacred Dragon Token. But it was absolutely impossible to get the Sacred Dragon Token to 

acknowledge him as its master! 

The Sacred Dragon Token was personally forged by the sacred ancestor with bloodline power. Even 

members of the dragon race could not possibly obtain the Sacred Dragon Token’s recognition either. 

Those able to get the Sacred Dragon Token to acknowledge them as its master were only the lords of 

the dragon race! 

But now, the Sacred Dragon Token actually acknowledged a fiend as its master, how could he not be 

shocked? 

Suddenly, the aura on Ye Yuan’s body changed. The rolling fiendish energy retreated like the tide, 

turning back into the original Ye Yuan. 

Long Zhan was simply about to break down. His master was actually a human? 

He disguised as a fiend and all of the fiends actually could not tell! 

Suddenly, Long Zhan’s gaze turned intent and he said in shock, “Could Master ... have come out of the 

Immortal Grove World?” 

Ye Yuan grinned and said, “You’re not considered too stupid! That’s right, I’m the same as you, coming 

from the Immortal Grove World.” 

Long Zhan’s expression changed and he said in disbelief, “Impossible! The Immortal Grove World’s 

Heavenly Dao is already lost. It’s impossible for someone to pass through the spatial turbulent flow 

anymore!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression suddenly turned cold and he said in a deep voice, “I’m just telling you a fact, not 

gaining your trust. Don’t forget your current identity!” 

Long Zhan’s entire body trembled, his aura immediately cowering, suddenly becoming incomparably 

humble as he said, “Forgive my mistake, Master!” 

Ye Yuan’s tone eased up slightly. Looking at Long Zhan, he said with a cold smile, “Do you feel that you 

and I share the same roots, and furthermore, I obtained the Sacred Dragon Token’s inheritance and 

should be endlessly grateful to you, and let you go free?” 

Long Zhan’s heart thumped, his heart sinking to rock-bottom. 

What Ye Yuan said was completely right. After he was shocked, he was secretly rejoicing. 

Since Ye Yuan obtained the Sacred Dragon Token’s inheritance, furthermore, originated from the 

Immortal Grove World, it was impossible to not help him! 

Just now, he was actually wildly elated in his heart. 

But now, the situation did not seem quite right. 

“This ... This lowly one dare not!” Long Zhan said aggrievedly. 



Ye Yuan’s eyes narrowed slightly, his eyes shot out a ray of cold light as he said coldly, “If not looking on 

the account of the Sacred Dragon Token, the moment I saw you, I’d think of ways to kill you!” 

A piercing cold killing intent pounced from head-on, virtually asphyxiating Long Zhan. 

Ye Yuan currently grasped the slave seal. He only needed a thought and could make his soul disperse! 

“Don’t tell me that you all, these Deity Realm powerhouses, don’t know the Immortal Grove World’s 

fiend calamity! You all abandoned Immortal Grove World’s billions of lives for your own selfishness. So 

on what basis ... should I save you?” Ye Yuan continued coldly. 

Toward them, these Deity Realm powerhouses who left Immortal Grove, Ye Yuan was filled with 

resentment in his heart. 

If not for his sudden emergence, breaking through to Deity Realm at the final juncture, the entire 

Immortal Grove World would have already become purgatory on earth right now! 

Long Zhan was silent like cicadas in winter and did not dare to refute at all. 

The long life of a slave made him become extremely cautious and timid. 

He knew that right now, if he spoke one more word, it could draw down a fatal disaster. 

“Recount the events back then in detail. If there’s any bit of concealment, you know the consequences!” 

Ye Yuan said coldly. 

Long Zhan did not dare to hide, saying the events back then as exactly as they were. 

Back then, they were eager to leave the Immortal Grove World. On one hand, it was because Heavenly 

Dao was damaged. On the other hand, it was also because they dreaded the fiend race. 

Because at that time, the Immortal Grove World was already unable to give birth to Origin Deity Realm 

powerhouses anymore. They were completely powerless to face the catastrophe of the fiend race. 

These two things were like two large mountains, weighing on all of the Deity Realm powerhouses’ 

hearts. 

Finally, after an equilibrium that extended as long as ten thousand years, all of the Deity Realm 

powerhouses finally reached an agreement, escaping out of the Immortal Grove Region! 

And the dragon race’s old patriarch was one of the key members that facilitated this matter. 

The initiators of this incident were that group of Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm powerhouses. 

They convened all of the Deity Realm powerhouses that could be gathered in the Divine Realm and 

plotted this escape operation. 

If anyone dared to stay behind in the Immortal Grove Region, they would become a common target for 

scorn. 

Their goal was naturally not for everyone’s consideration, but that an additional person would be an 

additional assurance in passing through the spatial turbulent flow. 



That was a journey with nine chances to die and one chance to live. One more Deity Realm powerhouse 

was one more hope to live. 

It could be imagined just what kind of ulterior motives each had in the operation at that time. 

And the meeting point was at the Chaotic Devil Sea! 

That place was also the human and fiend, two races’ ancient battlefield. 

Quite a number of Deity Realm powerhouses also left behind their legacies there. 

Later, these hundred over people passed through the spatial turbulent flow, collectively escaping the 

Immortal Grove World. 
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Chapter 1478: Sword Dao Second-Layered Heaven Grand Completion! 

“Who survived and came to the Heavenspan World? How did you end up in the fiend race territory and 

become a slave?” Ye Yuan asked coldly. 

Hearing Long Zhan’s words, Ye Yuan’s heart was long burning with fury already. 

These bunch of guys would rather die than be willing to protect the Immortal Grove World. Truly selfish 

to the extreme. 

Sensing the killing intent creeping out of Ye Yuan’s body, Long Zhan was incredibly perturbed inwardly. 

“At that time, we had a total of seven people who survived. After entering the Heavenspan World, we all 

sustained heavy injuries. We couldn’t determine our location and no idea how long we walked either. 

Who knew that we actually ran into a group of slave traffickers! Our injuries at that time were very 

severe, we had no strength to fight back at all. In the end, after passing through several hands and 

places, we were sold to the fiend race. In-between this, we had another four companions die. Now, the 

ones who are still alive are only three people,” Long Zhan said. 

Ye Yuan said with a cold smile, “You all, as the Immortal Grove World’s strongest people, don’t take on 

any responsibility when something crops up, and would rather die than be willing to resist the fiend 

race! Immortal Grove World’s billions of lives were almost annexed to become fiend race slaves. This ... 

is perhaps your retribution!” 

Over a hundred Deity Realm powerhouses almost wiped out, this was perhaps everything foreordained 

by heaven. 

Long Zhan said trembling with fear, “Y-Yes.” 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over him and said coolly, “Apart from you, where are the rest?” 

Long Zhan said, “There’s still one person at Capone Capital City. The other person went to Eminent 

Orchid Imperial City. As for their life and death, I don’t know.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said coolly, “About removing the slave seal, you can stop thinking about it. 

In the future, it will depend on your performance.” 
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Long Zhan had a disappointed look, but he still said helplessly, “Yes, Master!” 

Ye Yuan not lifting Long Zhan’s slave seal had his own considerations. 

Putting aside him leaving the Immortal Grove World, Long Zhan was enslaved for 100 thousand years, 

the deeply rooted nature of a slave already penetrated deep into the bone marrow. 

The current Long Zhan was no longer the leader of a clan back then. 

For him to be able to live until now, he was bound to worldly-wise and slippery to the extreme already. 

He was a complete and utter lackey! 

Such a person, once the slave seal was lifted, he would not even know when he sold him. 

“Oh, right, you’ve been in Capone Capital City for so long, let me ask you something. A million years ago, 

who was Capone Capital City’s city lord? Is he still in Capone Capital City now?” Ye Yuan suddenly asked. 

Long Zhan was stunned and shook his head and said, “The city lord a million years ago is probably 

already dead, right?” 

The fiend race had long lives and it was extremely hard to die. 

Fiend lord class powerhouses, their lifespans were even as long as several million years and would not 

easily die. 

But the fiend race territory was not as peaceful as the human race. Even between the two capital cities, 

they would carry out campaigns on each other too. 

City lords dying in battle was also a common thing. 

Just take Capone Capital City for example. If somebody broke through to Fiend Lord Realm, they might 

very likely go and challenge the city lord. 

As long as he could kill the city lord, he would be able to replace him. 

Therefore, the replacing of fiend race territory leaders was very fast. 

Some capital cities’ city lords would even change several times in a century! 

The city lord a million years ago, it was virtually very hard to verify already. 

But it was also precisely because of so that fiend race powerhouses were abundant like clouds, their 

combat strength far surpassing same-rank humans. 

Tiderain City’s martial artists could only resist the fiend army by being all veterans of a hundred battles. 

Ordinary humans, three or four people might not be able to deal with one same-rank fiend. 

All these, Ye Yuan was naturally aware long ago. Asking about it was just holding onto thoughts of 

getting lucky. 

“Then do you know where in Capone Capital City is information the most accessible?” Ye Yuan asked 

again. 



Long Zhan blurted out, “Want to say accessible information, it’s naturally the Blood Yama Hall! It’s just 

that wanting to inquire about intel from their place, it’s probably not that easy.” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes narrowed slightly and he said with a nod, “I got it, withdraw.” 

... 

In the Death Cultivation Space, Ye Yuan’s sweat ran down like raindrops. 

The other Ye Yuan opposite him attacked like lightning, one sword faster than the other, already 

pressuring Ye Yuan to the limits. 

“You weakling, I don’t believe that I can’t kill you! Go to hell!” 

The clone gnashed his teeth in hatred, his eyes revealing a murderous light. A Chasing Moon stabbed 

towards Ye Yuan’s chest as quick as lightning. 

Ever since the first time entering the Death Cultivation Space, after narrowly escaping death, Ye Yuan 

already entered the Death Cultivation Space several dozen times. 

Each time, he was dancing on the edge of a knife, accompanied by the death god. 

But each time, he could finish off the clone by a hair’s breadth. 

It was precisely because of so that Ye Yuan’s improvement would be so quick. 

For him to fight bravely alone amidst the fiend army, slaying a thousand people, and still leave calmly, it 

was inseparable from this death training. 

If it were before, Ye Yuan could kill Lang Ge, but he absolutely could not do it so effortlessly. 

Lang Ge’s strength was actually not considered much in the fiend race. It was also not much better than 

Qin Zheng those guys. 

How could jumping realms to battle be that easy? 

Entering the Death Cultivation Space each time, Ye Yuan really squeezed out every bit of potential. 

Not being able to defeat the clone, he could only die! 

Hence, every time he entered, he had to make progress! 

Even if it was just a tiny bit. 

Sailing against the current, either advance or regress 

Except, this retreat was eternal damnation! 

Gradually, Ye Yuan fell in love with this feeling of being accompanied by death. 

He discovered that this Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove was simply a genius, to actually be able to 

come up with such a miraculous cultivation method. 

Because each time he entered, he would have great harvests. 



That feeling of breaking through under extreme conditions was simply too wonderful. 

It was impossible for Ye Yuan to be as intrepid as when he entered the Selfless Realm at that time. Each 

time he won, it was a hair above the replicate. 

Of course, this kind of dangerous cultivation, Ye Yuan would not rashly go in. That was no different from 

seeking death. 

Each time he had gained from battle or cultivation, he would enter here and challenge himself! 

Under extreme conditions, Ye Yuan was able to transform these gains into real strength! 

Improving a little bit each time, accumulating day by day and month by month, it was a rather 

considerable improvement. 

During that battle with the fiend race, Ye Yuan slew a thousand people. It was rather hard to come by 

tempering. 

To Ye Yuan, how could he possibly miss such a good opportunity for improvement? 

Joining the Fan Family now, he was considered to have settled down. Only then did he have time to 

hone himself. 

Life and death juncture, Ye Yuan had some comprehension, his figure rushing out like lightning! 

The same Chasing Moon! 

But Ye Yuan’s move was faster, sharper! 

Reaching first despite launching later! 

Pfft! 

Ye Yuan’s sword passed through the chest! 

No fresh blood flowed out, but the clone looked at Ye Yuan with a hateful look and said gloomily, 

“Why?! Why can you beat me each time?! I ... There will come a day where I’m going to kill you!” 

The Death Cultivation Space’s replicate actually carried the memories last time. 

The clone forced Ye Yuan to the limit time and again, but he was defeated under Ye Yuan’s hands every 

single time. The negative emotions already accumulated to a very terrifying degree. 

Ye Yuan wiped the sweat on his forehead and said with a faint smile, “Okay, I’ll be waiting for you!” 

The replicate carried intense unwillingness and dissipated away. 

But Ye Yuan was rather joyful as he said, “Sword Dao Laws second-layered heaven, finally cultivated to 

grand completion!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1479: My Fault? 

Ye Yuan cultivated the sword, reducing complexity to simplicity, which already did not go by convention. 
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‘Sundering Stars’ this move, the quintessence was in the word ‘chop’. 

While ‘Chasing Moon’ this move, the quintessence was in the word ‘stab’! 

One straight stab, and it could evolve into millions of moves. However, their core was still the ‘stab’ 

character. 

Ingenuity in varying tactics depends on mother wit. 

Rigidly adhering to every move and motion would only limit one’s own development. 

Sword Dao Laws second-layered heaven cultivating to grand completion, Ye Yuan’s strength went up 

another level. 

Killing that Lang Ge again, Ye Yuan was confident that one move would suffice! 

At this time, Long Zhan’s voice came from the outside, “Master, Miss Li Ji requests the pleasure of 

seeing you.” 

“Got it,” Ye Yuan answered indifferently. 

When he saw Li Ji, there were even two Heaven Glimpse Realm martial artists behind her. 

The moment those two people saw Ye Yuan, they had unfriendly looks. 

Ye Yuan understood in his heart. These guys were probably the Fan Family’s guest retainers too, and 

they knew that his salary was twice of theirs, and were all rather aggrieved. From there, they gave rise 

to enmity towards him. 

Beside Li Ji, there was even a young fiend race male. 

He sized Ye Yuan up and said to Li Ji, “Li Ji, this is the expert that you said? He looks very ordinary!” 

Li Ji rolled her eyes at him and said, “Fan Yu, just manage your people well will do! My people, don’t 

need you to bother!” 

Fan Yu smiled and said, “Alright, alright, I don’t bother, I don’t bother! But you have to get it straight, 

this kid is so handsome. Later, some people will get jealous!” 

Li Ji pursed her mouth and said, “They do themselves, what has it got to do with me?” 

This Fan Yu was Li Ji’s biological elder brother. 

Fiend race women’s status was low and not permitted to carry the surname. 

Even if Li Ji’s looks were akin to a celestial maiden, there was no exception too. 

Finished talking, she said to Ye Yuan, “Brother Source Night, Big Brother and I are going to take part in 

His Highness Ka Xin’s get-together. Why don’t you and Luo Qi and Pei Lan come together with us?” 

Ye Yuan naturally had no reason to not consent and nodded his head to allow it. 

... 



Ye Yuan originally thought that the fiend race’s aristocrats did not understand literary pursuits and that 

the City Lord Manor was definitely very sloven. 

But entering and taking a look, it made him completely change his understanding of the fiend race. 

Fake mountains, pavilions, terraces, footbridges, running water, combined together, they were not the 

slightest bit inferior compared to human race residences. 

“Wah! What a handsome little brother! Tsk tsk, everyone says that Younger Sister Li Ji is pure and noble, 

being; vastly different from our fiend race women. Looks like ... you keep your own counsel!” 

Ahead, a man and a woman came up to welcome them. 

When that woman saw the Ye Yuan behind Li Ji, her two eyes immediately shone, a pair of beautiful 

eyes skimming on Ye Yuan’s body. 

This woman was incomparably seductive. Her looks were actually around on par with Li Ji. 

But that man’s gaze turned cold, his gaze when looking at Ye Yuan was full of ice-cold killing intent. 

That woman’s words made Li Ji’s face flush and she spat, “What’s Elder Sister Lian Hua saying? Source 

Night is my newly recruited guest retainer.” 

Lian Hua pulled Li Ji’s hand and said with a smile, “I understand! How can Elder Sister not understand?” 

As she said, she moved close to Li Ji’s ear and said softly, “This Little Brother is really handsome, why not 

... lend Elder Sister to play for two days?” 

Li Ji shot Ye Yuan a glance, her expression somewhat ugly as she said, “Elder Sister Lian Hua, if you carry 

on joking like this, Li Ji is leaving!” 

The man’s brows furrowed and he was even more unhappy. But he still spoke up, “Lian Hua, it’s not that 

you don’t know Li Ji’s temperament either, stop joking around.” 

This man had chiseled features and elegant brows, a rare handsome man of the fiend race. 

It was just that compared to Ye Yuan, he was more than a notch worse. 

This person was none other than precisely the City Lord Manor’s young lord, Ka Xin. 

Lian Hua turned her head and rolled her eyes at Ka Xin and said, “My good elder brother, I’m helping 

you, how can you be so fierce to me?” 

But Ka Xin ignored her and just said coolly, “Fan Yu, Li Ji, inside please.” 

Before long, there were several fiend race disciples in opulent clothing who entered, and they said hello 

to Ka Xin, the two of them. 

But when they saw the Ye Yuan behind Li Ji, each and every one revealed murderous looks. 

Clearly, they all viewed Ye Yuan as Li Ji’s exclusive chunk of meat, their animosity surging greatly. 

Ye Yuan only had Two-star fiend general strength but was able to become Li Ji’s guest retainer. They 

would not believe it even if you beat them to death. 



In their view, Ye Yuan definitely got his position by relying on the virtue of his looks. 

Seeing those young masters’ looks, Luo Qi and Pei Lan, the two, exchanged a glance, both revealing 

gloating smiles. 

Toward these hostile looks, Ye Yuan had a guileless look as well. 

I’m just good-looking, and it’s my fault? 

Who asked you all, these fiends, to all look like such disappointments to your parents? 

After a round of small talk, someone suggested, “Your Highness Ka Xin, time is almost up. Let’s get to 

sparring?” 

The fiend race loved fighting. This kind of gathering, it naturally could not dispense with fights. 

But Ka Xin smiled slightly and said, “Sparring here and there daily, the few of us all know our 

backgrounds. Why don’t we change things up today, how’s that?” 

The moment everyone heard, they immediately had their interest aroused. 

“Oh? What kind of novelty does Your Highness Ka Xin have?” 

Ka Xin smiled faintly and said, “A family’s strength isn’t just dependent on the few of us. The family 

guards’ strength is also very important. Why not today, everybody let their family guards compete? 

How’s that?” 

The moment everyone heard, they immediately revealed a knowing smile. 

This move was clearly targeted at Ye Yuan. 

“Fine idea! What Your Highness Ka Xin said is right, the family guards’ strength represents a family’s 

strength to a very large extent!” The moment Ka Xin’s voice faded, someone immediately concurred. 

But the moment Li Ji heard this, she panicked and was just about to speak, but she was held back by Fan 

Yu. 

Fan Yu smiled and said, “What Your Highness Ka Xin said is right, Fan Yu agrees.” 

“You!” Li Ji said angrily. 

Fan Yu’s brows furrowed, shooting a fierce glare at Li Ji. 

Li Ji’s entire body trembled but did not dare to speak anymore. 

This kind of gathering seemed simple. Actually, it was also the venue for the various major families to 

contend in secret too. 

Cowering at this time, that would utterly lose the Fan Family’s face. 

Ka Xin smiled and said, “Since that’s the case, we have eight people here. Each person comes up with 

three household guards, battle in pairs, all the way until the three people are all eliminated. Uh ... since 

it’s the household guards’ competition, let’s add a little more stakes.” 



As he said, Ka Xin took out a small bottle. Inside was filled with a paste-like black substance. 

The moment the guest house guards saw, a wave of exclamations immediately burst out. 

“It’s the Blackjade Profound Spirit Ointment! This is a body-tempering holy medicine!” 

“With it, I might be able to break through to Three-star fiend commander!” 

“Heh, this Blackjade Profound Spirit Ointment is mine! Whoever dares to snatch with me, the outcome 

is death!” 

... 

Even Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up too. 

This Blackjade Profound Spirit Ointment was a Two-star body-tempering holy medicine. His body-

refinement realm had always been stuck at the grand completion realm of the first transformation and 

kept failing to break through. 

With this Blackjade Profound Spirit Ointment, breaking through was a thing to be expected. 

Lian Hua smiled sweetly and said, “Since Big Brother is so generous, I can’t be too stingy either, right? 

This Emerald Jade Metalheart Pearl will be my stake.” 

“Hiss ...” 

Another wave of cold breaths being sucked in spread out. 

Along with each and every one of the stakes being brought out, the group of house guards’ eyes all gave 

off envy, becoming incomparably fervent. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1480: Lost Face, Right? 

In front of Ka Xin, eight treasures were placed. 

Each article was a very rare item. 

“These eight treasures will only be awarded to those three people ranked first! After everyone settles on 

the people going on the field, they are not to substitute. If they are defeated, they can continue to go up 

the next round. If they die, there can only be two people answering the challenge the next round, so on 

and so forth. Does everyone have any objections?” Ka Xin said coolly. 

“None, none!” 

“Naturally none!” 

... 

All of the household guards all waved their hands repeatedly, not having any objections towards Ka Xin’s 

words at all. 

These kinds of rules were very rare in human regions. 
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But in the fiend race territory, it was commonplace. 

Which fight did not have people injured, no loss of lives, would be a strange thing instead. 

But wanting to kill members of the fiend race was not an easy thing. 

The fiend race’s nucleus was the fiend soul. As long as the fiend soul was not exterminated, they could 

revive. 

Hence, unless the strength disparity was very great between fiends, otherwise, losses of life would not 

appear. 

These household guards were all grand completion Two-star Fiend Generals. Whoever wanted to kill 

another fiend was not that easy of a matter. 

Coming to this kind of occasion, the four great families’ disciples were all contending in the dark. Who 

they brought were naturally the experts among their household guards too. 

And the one and only make do Two-star Fiend General was Ye Yuan. 

This intention of targeting was seriously too obvious. 

The competition was a total of three rounds. In other people’s view, the likelihood of Ye Yuan making it 

past three rounds alive was virtually zero. 

A household guard who got his position by relying on his looks, how much strength could he have? 

“Starshine, the three of you have to perform well in a while! I see that everyone’s strength is all very 

formidable. So you guys mustn’t bring down the reputation of City Lord Manor!” Ka Xin said to a 

household guard beside him with a profound meaning. 

This Starshine had followed Ka Xin for a very long time. So how could he not understand his meaning? 

As long as he ran into Ye Yuan, he must kill him. 

“Your Highness rest assured, Starshine will definitely go all out and not disappoint your highness,” 

Starshine bowed his body and said. 

While on this side, Li Ji whispered to Ye Yuan, “Brother Source Night, if you’re not a match in a while, 

just take the initiative to admit defeat! Big Brother there still have quite a few experts. Our Fan Family 

won’t lose.” 

Li Ji was not worried about Ye Yuan being directly insta-killed. After all, he was able to kill Lang Ge, his 

strength already did not lose to ordinary grand completion Two-star fiend generals already. 

But these household guards in front, none of them were mediocre. 

Lang Ge’s strength was not totally enough to look at in front of them. 

The reason why Li Ji solicited Ye Yuan was taking fancy on his potential, and not eyeing his strength. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Miss Li Ji rest assured, Source Night knows what to do.” 

... 



“It’s all this damn burden, making us unable to get those treasures! If not for this brat dragging down, 

we can definitely win!” Luo Qi said hatefully. 

“Kid, if you have the balls, don’t land in our hands in the future. Otherwise, you’ll get it!” Pei Lan gritted 

his teeth and said. 

There was a small-scale practice field in this courtyard. After coming to the practice field, Luo Qi and Pei 

Lan bared their teeth at Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over him and said indifferently, “Hope that you guys don’t drag me down in a 

while.” 

“Drag you down? Hahaha, what a joke! If not for drawing close to Miss Li Ji, do you think you have the 

qualifications to stand here?” Luo Qi said with a cold laugh. 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes and said, “Idiot!” 

“What did you say?!” 

Luo Qi exploded right away. Luckily, Pei Lan still knew some sense of propriety and hurriedly pulled him, 

saying, “Alright, alright, now isn’t the time to be quarreling! Whatever there is, go back then resolve it!” 

Luo Qi shot a fierce glare at Ye Yuan and said, “Remember it for me, you’ll get it when we go back! Don’t 

think that you can be lawless and unbridled with Miss Li Ji covering you!” 

The Capone Capital City’s four great families were the Ka Family, the You Family, the Mo Family, and the 

Fan Family. 

The Fan Family’s opponent in the first round was the You Family’s You Nie’s household guards. 

When the three people saw this scene, their eyes revealed looks of contempt and said with a light laugh, 

“Heh, luck is really good, drew three idiots. Haven’t even fought yet and they are in-fighting first.” 

“Haha, Young Master You Nie is also Miss Li Ji’s pursuer. Just now, he instructed to definitely 

exterminate this punk!” 

“Leave this kid to me, I’ll definitely send him on his way!” 

“Heh, Na Qi, you really know how to pick on an easy target! Move faster! Hurry over and help us when 

you’re done!” 

“Right!” 

The three people chimed in one after another, already directly sentencing Ye Yuan to death. 

This three-people battle rules, the very start was three-versus-three. 

If there was one side who was defeated or had deaths, the victor would be able to join the other two 

groups, forming a two-versus-one situation, all the way until one side was defeated! 

Hence, if there was an expert whose strength was especially outstanding, they would gain a huge upper-

hand. 



Na Qi looked at Ye Yuan and said with a scornful look, “Wake up, kid, you have no chance to admit 

defeat!” 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes again and said speechlessly, “Why are there so many idiots?” 

“Heh, razor-tongued brat. In a while, watch how you die!” Na Qi said with a cold smile. 

You Nie watched his scene rather interestedly and said to You Dan beside him with a smile, “Big Brother, 

do you think this punk will directly admit defeat every round?” 

You Dan smiled and said, “Do you think Ka Xin will let him get off the stage alive?” 

You Nie’s gaze was dark as he said, “Reckless and blind thing, to actually dare have designs on Li Ji! I 

hope that Na Qi directly finishes him off!” 

“First round battle, begin!” at this time, the City Lord Manor’s household guard directly shouted. 

Swoosh! 

The voice had yet to fade, only to see a streak of cold light flash past! 

Na Qi’s body was clearly still standing on the spot, but the cold light already passed through Ye Yuan’s 

body. 

When You Nie saw the situation, he could not help bursting into laughter, “Hahaha! He’s too weak! 

Couldn’t even block one move! Li Ji, this household guard of yours is seriously too weak!” 

But very quickly, You Nie’s loud laughter turned stiff there. Because he discovered that nobody was 

chiming in with him at all. 

This laugh was so awkward. 

You Nie did not understand. Looking toward the practicing field again, his smile immediately turned stiff 

on his face. 

No idea when, Ye Yuan and Na Qi actually changed positions! 

And Ye Yuan was completely unscathed! 

“J-Just now, that was an afterimage?” 

In a blink of an eye, the two people actually teleported, changing positions. 

This indicated that what he saw earlier were both afterimages! 

Forget about Na Qi, why was ... Ye Yuan the same too? 

You Dan shot a helpless glance at his younger brother and said with a sigh, “Told you to cultivate more 

long ago, but you wouldn’t listen! With this, you lost face, right?” 

Fortunately, everyone was in the midst of shock. 

Everyone did not expect that a middle-level Two-star fiend general could actually keep up with a grand 

completion Two-star Fiend General’s speed! 



Furthermore, speed was clearly Na Qi’s forte. 

Although You Nie’s strength was the weakest among this group of people, he was, at any rate, a grand 

completion Two-star Fiend General. 

Even he could not keep up with Na Qi’s speed, but Ye Yuan kept up! 

“Could it be a fluke?” Ka Xin frowned and said. 

But Lian Hua wore a smile on her face and said, “Tsk tsk, seems ... rather interesting! I’m becoming more 

and more interested in Little Brother[1]!” 

Na Qi’s move failed to carry out, his expression was sullen to the extreme. 

“Terrific lad, go to hell!” Na Qi roared and rushed over toward Ye Yuan. 


